
DATE LOCATION

1942/01/26 Pritzwalk, Wehrkreis I

1942/02/03 Truppenuebungsplatz Stablack

1942/04/01 Volkovysk, Soviet Union

1942/04/15 Baranovichi, Slutsk, Bobruisk,
Churovichi, Klimovichi, Roslavl,
Bryansk, Orel, Gubkino

1942/06/14 Berezovka, Mokhovoye, Zibrovo,
Krivtsova Plota, Muravskiy
Shlyakh, Prudki, southwest of

1942/07/20 Livny, Kshen1 River sector

1943/02/05 Akhtyrka, Yudinka,
Nizhnyaya Gnilusha, Novopolevo

1943/06/01 Stepanovskiy, Zmiyevka, Posdeyevo

1943/07/03 Stepanovskiy, Panskaya

1943/07/08 Khlyupino, Stepnaya, Povalyayeva,
Almazovo, Dubrovka, Pogreby,
Purvinka, Gorodets, Titovka

1943/07/24 Slobodka, Povalyayeva, Almazovo,
Dubrovka, Katino

1943/09/17 Titovka, Mglin

383. INFANTERIE-DIVISION - UNIT HISTORY

ACTIVITY

Activation of the 383.ID (1&.Welle),
formation under code name "Rheingold"
with personnel of Wehrkreis I, II,
and III

Formation, training

'Movement, train ing

Advance, training,
operations against partisans

Offensive engagements,
defensive operations,
position defense

41

Disengagement movements,
defensive operations

Defensive operations

Unternehmen Zitadelle
(offensive engagement)

Disengagement movements,
defensive operations

Unternehnen Herbstreise
(disengagement movements)

Defensive operations

CHAIN OF COMMAND

C.O.: Gen.Lt. Johannes Haarde, 1942/01/26-1942/02/25

Subordinate to: OKH (Reserve), 1942/02/02-1942/05/30
C.O.: Gen.Lt. Eberhard von Fabrice, 1942/02/20-1942/11/15

Subordinate to: AOK 2, 1942/05/31-1942/06/28
AK 13, 1942/06/29-1942/07/01

AK 55, 1942/07/02-1943/01/23

C.O.: Gen.Lt. Friedrich-Wilhelm John, mFb,
1942/09/27-1942/11/15, Kdr.: 1942/11/15-1943/07/01

Subordinate to: AK 41 Pz, 1943/01/24-1943/07/04

C.O.: Gen.Lt. Edmund Hoffmeister, 1943/07/01-1944/12/23
Subordinate to: AK 23, 1943/07/05-1943/07/22

AK 47 Pz, 1943/07/23-1943/08/10
AK 46 Pz, 1943/08/11-1943/08/16
AK 35, 1943/08/17-1943/08/18
AOK 9, 1943/08/19-1943/08/21
Gruppe Bornemann, 1943/08/21-1943/08/30
AK 46 Pz, 1943/08/30-1943/09/12
Gruppe Becker, 1943/09/12-1943/09/15
AK 23, 1943/09/15-1943/12/03w
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DATE LOCATION ACTIVITY CHAIN OF COMMAND

1943/09/24 Slizhi, Zhuravka, Vyazhnovka, Disengagement movements
Kolyudy, Chechersk

1943/10/01 Staraya Yatskovshchina, Disengagement movements,
Sozh River sector position defense

1943/11/22 Staro-Dovski Formation of Kampfgruppe Hoffmeister

1943/11/27 Merkulovichi, Kurgan'ye, Withdrawal,
Verkhnyaya Toshchitsa, defensive operations

AK 55, 1943/12/04-1943/12/18
1943/12/20 Garmovichi Withdrawal, AK 35, 1943/12/19-1943/12/31

defensive operations

Records of the 383.ID are reproduced on rolls 2176-2183 of NARS Microfilm Publication T315 and are described following the unit history.

Although no records of this division dated later than 1943/12/31 were available in the National Archives, additional pertinent records of
OKH/AHA/Abwicklungsstab, H 41/10, 12, 24, and 25 (KTB of Gren.Rgt» 532, afteraction reports, order-of-battle chart, and reports concerning
the breakthrough in Bobruisk) (T78, rolls 139 and 141) described in Guide 29, p. 39 and 40 show:

1944/01/01 Zhlobin, Nivy, Ola River Defensive operations
Rogachev, Luki

1944/06/25 Berezina River, Vily, Withdiawal, rear guard,
Bobruisk, defense, surrounded,
Shatkovo, Malinovka, breakthrough by remnants,

1944/07/03 Oktyabr1, Ustizh virtually destroyed

1944/07/09 Marina Gorka, Minsk . Movement of remnants,
to Warsaw, Poland transport to and assembly

1944/08/13 Disbandment
(source: Potsdam catalog)

1944/08/29 Disbandment
(source: records of OKH/AHA/Abwicklungsstab,
H 41/57 (T78, roll 142))

'Hie following manuscript in the Foreign Military Studies series, prepared by former German officers for the Historical Division, Headquarters
U.S. Army, Europe, between 1945 and 1959, contains reference to the 383.ID:
MS P-060d, Part IV, p. 1 (Crossing of the Kshen' River, south of Livny 21 July 1942), by Gen.Maj. Peter v.d. Groeben.w
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383. INFANTEKIE-DIVISION 43

CONTENTS DATES ITEM NO. ROLL 1ST FRAME

la, KTB 1 d. Stab d. 36J.ID. War -journal concerninq 1942/01/26-1942/C9/30 383.ID 23917/1 2176 1
activation of the J8J.ID under code name "Rheinqold" in
Pritzwalk, Wehrkreis I, with personnel of Wehrkreis I,
II, and III, 26 Jan-2 FeD 1942; ircveirent to and
formation and traininq in Truppcnuebungsplatz Stablack,
3 Feb-31 Mar; movement into Russia and traininq in
Volkovysk, 1-15 Apr; advance to ard traininq and
operations agains^ partisans in ti^p Baranovichi area,
15-25 Apr, Slutsk and Bobruisk areas, 25 Apr-10 flay;
Churovichi and Klimovichi, 10-2C fay; the Roslavl and
Bryansk areas, 20-30 May; the Orel and Gubkino areas,
30 May-13 Jun; offensive engagements and defensive
operations in the Berezovka, Mckhcvoye, and Zibrovo
areas, 14 Jun-1 Jui, and Krivtsova Plcta, Muravskiy
Shlyakn, and Prudki areas, 1-20 Jul; and position
defense in the Krivtsova Plota area, 20 Jul-30 Sep.
Strength reports reqardinq personnel aind weapons
and casualty lists,

la, Anlaqe I, Band 1 zum KTB 1. Orders, reports, 1942/03/29-19U2/07/15 383.ID 23917/2 2176 91
messages, surveys, ar.d sketches tertaininq to
movements, operations against partisans, offensive
engagements, and defensive operations of the division
from Wehrkreis I to the Orel area of Russia.
Afteraction critique relating to the activation of the
383.ID in Wehrkreis 1 and its operations in the AOK 2
sector in JKussia, 27 Jan-10 Jun 1942.

la, Anlaqe I, Band 2 zum KTB 1. Daily reports and 19U2/07/16-1942/09/30 383.ID 23917/3 2176 514
messages, orders, and sketches pertaining to position
defense, reconnaissance activity, regrouping, and
training in the Krivtsova Plota area southwest of
Livny, Bussia, and data relating to enemy operations,

la, Anlage II ZUN KTB 1, Karten. Situation maps and 1942/04/01-1942/09/30 383.ID 23917/4 2177 1
overlays showing the location of the operations of the
383.ID.

Ic, TB (Beilage zum KTB). Activity report concerning 1942/01/29-1942/09/30 383.ID 23917/5 2177 74
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44 363. I N F A N T E F I E - D I V I S I O N

CONTENTS

organization of the intell iqence tranch, personnel and
services, enemy operations and lessee,
counterintelligence, enemy and German propaganda, and
troop i ndoctr ination and entertai rment. Excerpts from
daily intelligence reports of the division to AK 55,
intelligence bulletins, interrogation summaries,
overlays showing location and identification of enemy
units facing the division with tatles presentinq
tactical clarification or these overlays, reports and
overlays regarding enemy artillery activity and
identification, excerpts from army ccunterintelliqence
bulletins, and an enemy propaganda leaflet.

Ila/IIb, TB (Beilaqe zum KTD) . Activity report of the
personnel branch, tables presentinq various statistics
relating to division personnel, a register of officers,
lists of officers duty assignments, and strength and
casualty reports.

la, KTB 2. War -journal concerning position defense,
reconnaissance activity, regrouping, and traininq in
the Krivtsova Flota area southwest of Livny. Strenqth
reports and data relating to enemy operations.

la, Anlaqe 1, 1-92 zum Klb 2, Befehle, feldungen.
Daily reports and messages, orders, tables, sketches,
and instruction pamphlets pertaining to position
defense, assault troop operations, reconnaissance and
artillery activity, battle conduct, construction of
positions, road security and maintenance, formation of
new units, regrouping, and training in the Krivtsova
Plota area southwest of Livny.

la, Anlage II, 1-16 zum KTB 2, Karten. Situation maps
and overlays.

la, Erlebnisberichte (Nachtrag zum FTB 1). Reports of
personnel of the 383.ID relating tc their experience
during the division's operations in Russia and other
reports concerning the activities of the artillery
regiment.

DATES ITEM NO. ROLL 1ST FRAME

1942/01/27-1942/09/30

1942/10/01-1942/12/31

1942/10/01-1942/12/31

383.ID 23917/6 2177 134

383.ID 28118/1

383.ID 28118/2

2177

2177

359

443

1942/10/01-1942/12/31

1942/06/28-1942/10/31

383.ID 28118/3

383.ID 28118/4

2178

2178

1

25
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383. IKFANTERIE-DIVISION 45

CONTENTS DATES ITEM NO. ROLL 1ST FRAME

Ic, TB. Activity report of the intelligence branch 1942/10/01-1942/12/31 383.ID 28118/5 2178 120
concerning personnel, intelligence service,
COUP, ter intelligence, German propaganda, and troop
indoctrination and entertainment. Intelligence and
counter intelligence bulletins, sketches and overlays
showing location arid identification cf enemy units
facing the 383.IL, an afteraction critique relating to
intelligence organization and services, and reports on
the morale and attitude of the civilian population,

la, KTB 3. War -journal concerning position defense, 1943/01/01-1943/03/31 383.ID 32556/1 2178 166
assault operations, reconnaissance activity, and
training in the Krivtsova Plota area, 1 Jan-2 Feb 1943;
disengagement movements in the Akhtyrka and Yudinka
areas, 5-14 Feb; defensive operations ir, the Yudinka
area, 5-14 Feb; disengagement mcvemeLts in the
Nizhnyaya Gnilusha, Krasnaya Slcbcdka Pervaya, and
Novopolevo areas, 15-23 Feb; and position defense,
assault operations, reconnaissance activity, and
training in the Novopolevo area, 24 Fcb-31 Mar.
Strength reports relating to personnel and weapons,

la, Anlage I zum KTB 3, Befehle und Meldungen. Daily 1943/01/01-1943/03/31 383.ID 32556/2 2178 363
reports and messages, orders, sketches, surveys, and
instruction pamphlets pertaining to position defense,
assault operations, reconnaissance and artillery
activity, disengagement movements, formation of new
division units, regrouping, and training in the
Krivtsova Plota, AKhtyrka, Yudinka, Nizhnyaya Gnilusha,
Krasnaya Slobodka Pervaya, and Wcvopclevo areas.
Status and strength reports relating tc personnel and
weapons, and data concerning eneity operations,

la, Anlage 11 zum KTB 3, Lagenkarter. Situation maps 1943/01/01-1943/03/31 383.ID 32556/3 2179 1
and overlays.

Ic, TB als Anlage III zum KTb 3. Activity report 1943/01/01-1943/03/31 383.ID 32556/4 2179 43
concerning intelligence service, counter intelligence,
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46 383. INFANTERIE-DIVISION

CONTENTS

German propaganda, control of the civilian population,
and troop indoctriiidtion and entertainment. Maps and
overlays showing location and identification of enemy
units facinq the 383.ID, interrogation summaries,
periodic intelligence reports, an crder-ot-battle chart
of a Russian Security Division, and intelligence and
counter intelligence bulletins.

Ila/IIb, TB als Anlaqe IV zum KTO 3. lists of officers
duty assignments, replacements received, and casualties
suffered; a register of officers; and strength reports.

la, KTB 4. War -journal concerning position defense,
assault operations, reconnaissance and artillery
activity, regrouping, and training in the Novopolevo
area, 1 Apr-1 Jun 1943, and in the Stepanovskiy and
Zmiyevka areas, 1-30 Jun; alsc data relating to enemy
operations. Strength reports regarding personnel and
weapons.

la, Anlage I zum KTB 4. Daily reports and messages,
orders, and directives pertaining to position defense,
assault operations, reconnaissance and artillery
activity, construction of positions, formation of alert
units, alerts, evacuation of the civilian population,
care and reguisition of equipment and weapons, and
organization, reorganization, regrouping, and training
of the 383.ID. An afteraction critigue relating to
defensive operations during the Russian attack at
Posdeyevo, 25 Jun 1943; orders regarding the exchange
of sectors between the 216. and 383.ID and movement
from the Novopoievo area to the Stepanovskiy,
Stepanovka, Zmiyevka, Kamenka, and Derezovka areas;
order-ot-battle charts; strength and status reports;

and data concerning ereiry operations.
KTB 4, Karten. Situation maps and

DATES ITEM NO. ROLL 1ST FRAME

training plans;
la, Anlage II zum

overlays.
Ic, TB zum KTB 4.

1943/01/01-1943/03/31

1943/04/01-1943/06/30

383.ID 32556/5

383.ID 35812/1

2179

2179

230

339

1943/03/27-1943/06/30 383.ID 35812/2 2180

Activity report concerning

1943/04/01-1943/06/28

1943/04/01-1943/06/30

383.ID 35812/3

383.ID 35812/4

2180

2180

712

775
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J33. INFANTERIF.-DIVISION 47

CONTENTS DATES TTEH NO. ROLL 1ST FRAME

personnel, intelligence service, German propaganda,
military police, counterintelligerce, and troop
indoctrination and entertainment. Daily intelligence
reports; intelligence and counter i nt e liigen-ce
bulletins; maps and overlays showing location and
identitication ot enemy units racing the 383.ID;
reports regarding strength o£ ereiry urits, control of
the civilian population, and military security; and
interrogation summaries.

Ila/llb, TB (Beitraege zuin KTP 4). Lists of officers 1943/04/01-1943/06/30 383.ID 35812/5 2180 998
duty assignments; a register ot officers; reports and
tables showing number of decorations granted, personnel
attending training courses, and replacements received;
and strength and casualty reports=

la, KTB 5. War journal concerning preparations for and 1943/07/01-1943/09/30 383.IU 43580/1 2181 1
execution of tinternehmen Zitadelle (last major German
army offensive in the Kursk and Kharkov areas) with the
division participating in the otepancvskiy and Panskaya
areas, 1-8 Jul 1943; disenqagment to and defensive
operations in the Khlyupino and Stepnaya areas, 8-23
Jul; disengagement movements in the Slobodka,
Povalyayeva, Almazovo, Dubrovka, leski, Pcgreby,
Purvinka, Andreyevskiy Khutor, Gorodets, Golyazh'ye,
and Titovka areas, 24 Jul-17 Sep; defensive operations
in the Titovka and tfglin areas, 17-24 Sep; and
disengagment movements in the Slizhi, Zhuravka,
Vyazhnovka, Kolyudy, and Chechersk areas, 24-30 Sep.
Strength reports relating to personnel and weapons,

la, Anlagenband la zum KTB 5, Tagesmeldungen und 1943/07/01-1943/07/31 383.ID 43580/2 2181 251
Befehle. Daily reports and messages, orders, and
sketches pertaining to offensive engagements, defensive
operations, regrouping, reconnaissance and artillery
activity, construction of defensive positions, and
disengagement movements in the Stepanovskiy, Panskaya,
Khlyupino, Stepnaya, Slobodka, Zmiyevc, Povalyayeva,
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48 383. INFANTERIfi-DIVISION

CONTENTS DATES ITEM NO. ROLL 1ST FRAME

and Novo-Fedotovo areas. Special directives concerning
supply and traffic control, afteracticn reports of
division units and Gren.Rqt. 87 and 533 regarding their
participation in UnteLnehmen Zitadelle, and data
relating to enemy operations,

la, Anlaqenband Tb zum KTB 5, Meldunger und Befehle. 1943/08/01-1943/09/30 383.ID 43580/3 2181 719
Daily reports and messages and orders pertaining to
defensive operations, security ct roads and bridges,
construction of defensive positions, artillery
activity, and operations against partisans during
disengagement movements in the Almazcvo, Dubrovka,
Leski, Pogreby, Purvinka, Titovka, Fglin, and Chochersk
areas. Special directives concerning supply,
afteraction reports ot division units, status reports,
an intelligence bulletin regarding the partisan
situation, and data on enemy operations.

Id, Anlaqenband II zum KTB 5, Karter. Situation maps 1943/07/01-1943/09/30 383.ID 43580/4 2182 1
and overlays,

la, Anlagenband III zum KTB 5, Voibereitur.gen 1943/04/16-1943/07/C4 383.ID 43580/5 2182 95
Unternehmen Zitadeile. Daily repcits, orders,
directives, maps, and sketches pertaining to
preparations for Unternehmen Zitadelle.

la, Anlaqenband TV zum K1B 5, Betehle "Herbstreise." 1943/07/21-1943/08/12 383.ID 43580/6 2182 279
Orders, reports, messages, and maps pertaining to
preparations for and execution of Unternehmen
Herbstreise (disengagement movements during the raa-jor
Russian offensive in the Almazovo, Povalyayeva,
Slobodka, Dubrovka, and Katino areas, 24 Jul-8 Aug
1943) .

la, KTB 6. War journal concerning movement to and 1943/10/01-1943/12/31 383.ID 43580/7 2182 377
position defense, assault operations, reconnaissance
activity, and training in the Staraya Yatskovshchina
area, 1 Oct-26 Ncv 1943; formaticr and operations of
Kampfgiuppe Hoffmeister at Staic-Covski, 22 Nov-31 Dec;
and withdrawal movements and detersive operations tc
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383. INFANTERTE-DIVISION 49

CONTENTS

the Merkulovichi and Kurgan'ye areas, 27-28 Ncv, to the
Verkhnyaya Toshchitsa area, 4-19 Dec, and to the
Garmovichi area, 20-31 Dec. Includes strength reports.

la, Anlaqenband I zuui K1B 6. Daily reports and
messages, orders, directives, tables, and sketches
pertaining to defensive and assault operations,
reconnaissance and artillery activity, construction of
defensive positions, securing rear areas, equipment,
regrouping, training, and position defense during
disengagement rrovements in the Staraya Yatskovshchina
area of the Sozh River sector and in the Merkulovichi,
Kurgan'ye, Verkhnyaya Toshchitsa, and Garmovichi areas.
Status reports; order-of-battle charts of the division

and Kamplgruppe Hotlmeister; afteracticn reports
regarding assault operations; nctes en command
conferences; orders by Kampfqruppe Hcf f oeister, 20-31
Dec 1943; and data on enemy operations.

la, Anlagenband II zutn OB 6, Kartell und Skizzen.
Situation maps and overlays showing the tactical
location of units of the 383.ID ard Karapfgruppe
Hoffmeister. Sketches and reports pertaining tc
division operations in the Krivtscva tlcta, Petrovka,
and Pokatilovo areas, 25-31 Jan 1943; and training
orders, correspondence regarding personnel, reports on
combat organization ot the division, status and
strength reports, ana an order-c±-battie chart,
Wehrkreis I, 16. Welle, 22 Apr-29 May.

Ic, TB mit Anlagen. Activity report concerning enomy
operations and losses, intelligei.ee personnel matters,
German propaganda, counterintelligen.ee, ard troop
indoctrination and entertainment. Daily intelligence
reports, intelligence bulletins, order relating to mail
censorship, tables presenting eneiry urit identification
and losses, and traps and overlays shewing the location
of encuiy units racing the 383.ID.

DATES ITEM NO. ROLL 1ST FRAME

1943/10/01-1943/12/31 383.ID 43580/8 218 5U1

1943/10/01-1943/12/31 383.ID 43580/9 2183

1943/07/01-1943/09/30 383.ID 4358C/10 2183 87
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50 383. INFAN1EFIE-DIVISION

CONTENTS

Ic, TB nit Anlaqen. Activity report ccncerninq enemy
operations and losses, intelliqence personnel matters,
German propaqando, counterintelliqence, and troop
indoctrination ard entertainrcert. Daily intelliqence
reports, intelliqence bulletins, directives qoverninq
counterintelliqer,c«r activity, tables preseutinq enemy
unit identification and losses, arid maps and overlays
showinq location 01 enemy units tacing the 383.ID.

Ila/IIb, TB mil Anlaqen (Unteulaqeii fuer KTB 5 la) .
Lists of officers duty assiqnrcents, a reqister of
officers of the division staff, imports showinq
replacements received, strenqth reports, casualty
lists, and reports relatinq to the qrantinq of awards
and decorations.

Ila/IIb, TB mit Anlaqen (Ontetlaqen fuer KTE 6). List
of officers duty assiqnments, reports showinq the names
of officers attendinq tiaininq ccurses and the number
of replacements received, strenqth reports, and
casualty lists.

DATES

19U3/10/01-19U3/12/31

ITEM NO.

383.ID 43580/11

ROLL 1ST FRAME

2183 179

1943/07/01-1943/09/30 383.ID 43580/12 2183 350

1943/10/01-1943/12/31 383.ID 43580/13 2183 447
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